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OBJECTIVES & METHODOLOGY 

The overall objective was to assess the impact of the Hotpoint ‘Hot Hacks’ 

campaign running in BBC Good Food magazine and on the 

bbcgoodfood.com website.  
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 Good Food brand consumers were recruited via the Immediate Media 

Insiders panel 

 

 The samples were: 

 Pre-campaign (October 2014) 422 completed responses 

 Post-campaign (February 2015) 879 completed responses 

 

 Results were compared between three groups: 

 The control sample from the pre-campaign research 

 Those who recalled the campaign in the post-campaign research 

 And those who did not recall the campaign in the post-campaign research 



Q: Below is some advertising content for Hotpoint that appeared in this/these issue/s of BBC Good Food magazine. Please indicate whether 
you remember seeing this. 

Q: Below are some examples of advertising content for Hotpoint that appeared on the bbcgoodfood.com website in the  last few months. 
Please indicate whether you remember seeing any content like this.  

 
Images shown above are examples only of all images that were shown 

 

CAMPAIGN ACTIVITY 
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• 23% of exposed respondents recalled any element of the campaign 
• 31% recalled the print elements – this compares well to a previous major recipe-based 

GF campaign (23%)  

Base: All  exposed N=674 



Q: Below is some advertising content for Hotpoint that appeared in this/these issue/s of BBC Good Food magazine. Please indicate whether 
you remember seeing this. 

 
Images shown above are examples only of all images that were shown 

 

CAMPAIGN ACTIVITY - PRINT 
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39% recalled  
the December feature 

Base: All print exposed N=373 

33% recalled  
the November feature 

37% recalled  
the Birthday feature 

• These figures compare well to a previous major recipe-based GF 
campaign, where 36% was the highest for any one feature 

 

• 43% of those who had read all three issues recalled the campaign, 
demonstrating the power of repeat exposure 



Q: Below are some examples of advertising content for Hotpoint that appeared on the bbcgoodfood.com website in the last few months. 
Please look at them all and indicate whether you remember seeing any content like this.   

 
Images shown above are examples only of all images that were shown 

 

CAMPAIGN ACTIVITY - ONLINE 
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Base: All  who visited the GF.com site  N=802 

6% recalled  
the online feature 

Recall grows with the frequency of visiting the site: 

 

• 9% recall for those who visit the site more than once a month 

• 11% recall for those who visit the site at least once a week 



Q: Do you remember seeing advertising content like the above for Hotpoint on the Good Food TV channel in the last 3 months? 
 

Images shown above are examples only of all images that were shown 
 

CAMPAIGN ACTIVITY - TV 
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6% recalled  
the TV feature 

Base: All  who watch the Good Food Channel N=394 

Recall grows with the frequency of watching the Good Food TV channel: 

 

• 9% recall for those who watch the TV channel more than once a month 

• 10% recall for those who watch the TV channel at least once a week 



RESPONSE TO THE CAMPAIGN 
Those who recalled the partnership reacted positively towards it, 

with most agreeing: 

Q. Having seen the advertising campaign for Hotpoint, which of the following (if any) apply to you? 
Q: Here are a few statements about this advertising campaign for Hotpoint Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with 

each statement.  

 Base: Recalled campaign n=153 

ROI based on 12% of Good Food magazine’s ABC, plus campaign microsite UUs 

60% The campaign was a good fit 
with the BBC Good Food brand 

12% I have bought or intend to 
buy a Hotpoint product 

Potential PRINT ROI = £5m  
(based on print recall sample purchasing a 

product priced at £99) 

54%  
Lisa Faulkner is a good choice 

to work with Hotpoint 

Hotpoint products are a good 
choice for your kitchen 68% 

33%  
Score at least 8/10 for 
‘likely to recommend’ 

Hotpoint to others 



BRAND AWARENESS 
Those who later said they recalled the campaign were significantly* more likely to 
recognise Hotpoint as both a built-in and a small appliance brand, than those who did 
not recall the campaign 

Base: Pre n=422; Non-recall n=140; Recalled n=153 

* Statistically significant at a 95% confidence interval 

Q: Which of the following names do you recognise as brands which manufacture built-in cooking appliances? 
Q: Which of the following names do you recognise as brands which manufacture small kitchen appliances? 

BUILT-IN COOKING APPLIANCES SMALL KITCHEN APPLIANCES 

22% 14% 

Recalled campaign % uplift from pre % uplift from don’t recall 

84% 65% 14% 33% 



ADVERTISING AWARENESS  
While overall brand advertising recall rates were low, the uplift among those who later 
said they recalled the Hot Hacks campaign were enormous. 

Base: Pre n=422; Non-recall n=140; Recalled n=153 

Q: Have you seen or heard any advertising in the last six months  for built-in cooking appliances manufactured by the following brands? 
Q. Have you seen or heard any advertising in the last six months  for small kitchen appliances manufactured by the following brands? 

BUILT-IN COOKING APPLIANCES SMALL KITCHEN APPLIANCES 

266% 175% 

Recalled campaign % uplift from pre % uplift from don’t recall 

130% 1050% 22% 23% 



BRAND PERCEPTION 
Well over half of respondents who recalled the campaign now feel either “very 
favourable” or “favourable” towards Hotpoint. These proportions are significantly* 
higher than for those who did not recall the campaign. 

Base: Pre n=422; Non-recall n=140; Recalled n=153 

* Statistically significant at a 95% confidence interval 

Q: Taking everything into consideration, which of the following best describes your overall opinion about each of the following built-in cooking 
appliance brands? 

Q. Taking everything into consideration, which of the following best describes your overall opinion about each of the following small kitchen 
appliance brands? 

BUILT-IN COOKING APPLIANCES SMALL KITCHEN APPLIANCES 

48% 111% 

Recalled campaign % uplift from pre % uplift from don’t recall 

42% 64% 59% 54% 



LIKELIHOOD TO PURCHASE 
Around half of respondents who recalled the campaign are now either “very likely” or 
“quite likely” to consider purchasing a Hotpoint product. These proportions are 
significantly* higher than for those who did not recall the campaign. 

Base: Pre n=422; Non-recall n=140; Recalled n=153 

* Statistically significant at a 95% confidence interval 

Q: When next looking to purchase a built-in cooking appliance, how likely are you to consider each of the following brands? 
Q. When next looking to purchase a small kitchen appliance, how likely are you to consider each of the following brands? 

BUILT-IN COOKING APPLIANCES SMALL KITCHEN APPLIANCES 

47% 72% 

Recalled campaign % uplift from pre % uplift from don’t recall 

23% 66% 50% 48% 



BRAND STATEMENTS: BUILT-IN 
Statistically significant uplifts for all statements among those who recalled the campaign 

Q: Thinking specifically about the built-in cooking appliances manufactured by the following brands, which words and statements 
would you associate with them?  

48% 

32% 

16% 17% 
20% 

10% 11% 11% 
8% 10% 10% 

39% 38% 

9% 
14% 15% 

9% 7% 7% 8% 
5% 3% 

68% 

52% 

36% 
33% 31% 

26% 24% 23% 
20% 20% 

16% 

Functional Offers a wide
range of
products

Modern A brand for
me

Makes my
daily life

easier

Understands
what I want to
achieve in my

kitchen

Delivers
outstanding
performance

Stylish Understands
my life

Offers the
latest

intelligent
technology

Innovative

Pre Don't recall Recall

% uplift from non-recall to recall ↑  

74% 136% 300% 189% 

Base: Pre n=422; Non-recall n=140; Recalled n=153 

* Statistically significant at a 95% confidence interval 

37% 106% 243% 228% 150% 300% 433% 



BRAND STATEMENTS: SMALL 
Statistically significant uplifts for all statements among those who recalled the campaign 

Q: Thinking specifically about the small kitchen appliances manufactured by the following brands, which words and statements would 
you associate with them?  

48% 

29% 

19% 
16% 17% 

9% 9% 
11% 

9% 8% 9% 

44% 

27% 

12% 14% 

8% 9% 

4% 5% 
2% 

4% 3% 

62% 

47% 

27% 
25% 

23% 
19% 

16% 15% 14% 14% 13% 

Functional Offers a wide
range of
products

Makes my
daily life

easier

A brand for
me

Modern Understands
what I want to
achieve in my

kitchen

Offers the
latest

intelligent
technology

Delivers
outstanding
performance

Stylish Understands
my life

Innovative

Pre Don't recall Recall

% uplift from non-recall to recall ↑  

41% 79% 125% 111% 

Base: Pre n=422; Non-recall n=140; Recalled n=153 

* Statistically significant at a 95% confidence interval 

74% 187% 300% 200% 600% 250% 333% 



 Response to the campaign was positive – the majority of respondents felt 

it was a good fit with the Good Food brand, and that Lisa Faulkner was 

a good choice for the Hotpoint brand. 

 

 Multiple exposures appear to increase the impact of the campaign, with 

42% of those who had read all relevant issues recalling the activity. 

 

 The campaign improved brand perceptions, with significant uplifts for all 

brand attributes amongst those who recalled it. 

 

 The campaign increased consideration of Hotpoint, with 50% of 

respondents likely to purchase a built-in Hotpoint cooking appliance in the 

future – this is particularly impressive in a big investment, high-emotion 

category.  
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SUMMARY 


